
compensation plan summary

retail sales  
must be active, paid weekly 
Purchase ASEA products at wholesale, sell  
them at retail, and keep the difference.

team commissions  
must be active and qualified (binary 
qualified), paid weekly 
Build two legs in your organization with a  
minimum of 300 GV in each and earn 10%  
of the volume in the lesser leg.*
*See full compensation document for more details    
  including carry over and plan max limits.

executive momentum bonus  
must be active and qualified (binary  
qualified), paid every four weeks 
Earn a share of global volume for a limited time as 
you advance through ASEA’s executive ranks (Bronze, 
Silver, Gold, and Platinum). Funded with 3% of total 
global CV, the Executive Momentum Bonus pool is 
shared in tiers based on qualified rank per week for a 
specified period of time once your shares have been 
unlocked by two consecutive qualifying weeks at  
your new rank. 

Shares are allocated and paid based on rank as 
a percentage of PGV3 (Personal Group Volume 
through three levels of your personal sponsorship 
tree). You may also increase your shares in the 
Executive Momentum Bonus pool by participating in 
the Executive Momentum Bonus Fast Track. This is 
done by moving into and through the executive ranks 
at an advanced pace from the date of enrollment.*

*See full compensation document for more details. 

check match  
must be active with 200pv and qualified 
(binary qualified),paid weekly 
Earn check matches on Associates you’ve 
personally sponsored, and on the ones they’ve 
sponsored, and so on, up to seven generations! *

*See full compensation document for more details. 

preferred customer bonus  
must be active, paid weekly 
Earn $25 on every case purchased on  
autoship by Preferred Customers.

fast start bonus  
must be active, paid weekly 
Earn Fast Start Bonus every time you personally 
sponsor someone who purchases an ASEA Product 
Pack during the enrollment process.

director bonus  
must be active, paid weekly 
Achieve the rank of Director in 14 or fewer  
calendar days from the date of your own  
enrollment and receive a $50* one-time bonus.

*See full compensation document for more details.
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CV 240 120 60 30
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ASEA’s personal development 
roadmap to success

rank qualification
associate Enroll in ASEA and generate 100 PV monthly

director Be Team Commission qualified and generate at least 
100 PV monthly

director 
300

Achieve 300 GV weekly in lesser volume leg and 
generate at least 100 PV monthly

director 
700

Achieve 700 GV weekly in lesser volume leg and 
generate at least 100 PV monthly

bronze 
executive

Have two sponsorship legs with a DIRECTOR 300  
in each, 2,000 GV weekly in lesser leg, generate  
200 PV monthly

silver 
executive

Have three sponsorship legs with a DIRECTOR 300 
in each, 3,000 GV weekly in lesser leg, generate at 
least 200 PV monthly

gold 
executive

Have four sponsorship legs with a DIRECTOR 300  
in each, 5,000 GV weekly in lesser leg, generate  
200 PV monthly

platinum 
executive

Have five sponsorship legs with a DIRECTOR 300 
leg in each, have 10,000 GV* weekly in the lesser leg, 
generate 200 PV monthly

diamond
15,000 PGV* weekly and 15,000 GV weekly in lesser 
leg, must average both volume requirements for 
two weeks and have six sponsorship legs with a 
DIRECTOR 300 in each, generate 200 PV monthly

double 
diamond

20,000 PGV* weekly and 20,000 GV weekly in 
lesser leg, must average both volume requirements 
for three weeks and have seven sponsorship  
legs with a DIRECTOR 300 in each, generate  
200 PV monthly

triple  
diamond

25,000 PGV* weekly and 25,000 GV weekly in 
lesser leg, must average both volume requirements 
for three weeks and have seven sponsorship  
legs with a DIRECTOR 300 in each, generate  
200 PV monthly

*PGV may not have more than 50% of the PGV from any one sponsorship tree leg. The 50% is 
determined based on the qualifying rank. For example, for the rank of Diamond, the weekly PGV 
requirement is 15,000. 50% of 15,000 is 7,500, so the maximum that each sponsorship leg can add 
towards the volume qualification is 7,500. This is the same for any rank with a PGV requirement.


